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Abstract 
In the present paper an exact analysis of the error of sensitivity for a model of Timoshenko 
beam is considered. The analysis gives a deep insight into the nature of the inaccuracy problem 
and enables us to devise methods by which the severe error of the sensitivity can be 
substantially reduced or removed for the model problem. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In the present paper the inaccuracy problem through an exact analysis of a model problem is 
studied. The consideration of the problem is based on the exact analytical solution of the global 
set of finite element equations for the semi-analytical design sensitivity analysis problem. It is 
shown that exact sensitivities are obtained for the model problem if the pseudo-loads are 
computed via exact, analytical differentiation of the stiffness elements with respect to the 
design variable. If the pseudoloads are determinated via numerical differentiation, the relative 
error of sensitivity increases with the fourth power of the number of finite elements. 
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2 MODEL PROBLEM 

Finite element setting 
The model problem pertains to Timoshenko beam of constant bending stiffness EI and variable 
length L that is loaded by a given, concentrated bending moment M at the free end. we have 
only one design variable a in the model since only the total beam length may vary. In this paper 
the design variable a will be considered, namely 
a= I, where I= Lin . (1) 

Here I is the element length resulting from a uniform subdivision of the beam into n finite 

elements. It is the aim of our study to establish expressions for the exact sensitivity ou. and the oL 
approximate sensitivity ~? through finite element analysis using a = I. We note that 

~ = c ou where ca =..!.. (2) oL a oa n 

As Olhoff and Rasmussen (1991a, 1991b) and Cook, Malkus and Plesha (1989) we 
diskretize the beam into a total number of n finite elements of equal length, see Figure 1, 
I= Lin. With only one design variable f., the global equilibrium equations may be written as 

[S(.t)] [D] = [F], where Sis the stiffness matrix. 

Here the nodal displacements {D} and external loads {F} are defined as 

[D] = [u1,Q1, ... ,u.,Q.f 
[F] = [pt,Mt, ... ,p.,M.f 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

where the components u;, Q; in (4) andp;, M;in (5) refer to the right-hand nodal point of the 
i-th element in the Figure 1. 

2 
(i-1)/n 

iUn 

L=nl>j 

Figure 1 Global finite element model. 
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Figure 2 shows the i-th beam element used for the finite element structure in Figure 1, with 
definitions and sign conventions for the element nodal forces p li and p21, moments m u and m2;, 

translations uu and u21 and rotations Qu and Q21 . 

"'u1i "t' u2i 
J=Un 

m c ) m 1 i 2i 

Tp1i T p2i 

Figure 2 Timoshenko beam element. 

The element has the length f and bending stiffness EI. The element stiffness relations are: 

l ~:) [::: :~: ~~~~ ~:411~~) 
Pz, = -sll - S12 Su - S12 Uz, 

mz, S12 Sz4 - S12 Szz Qz, 

ruHu P12 +r12 - Pu -rll P12 +r12 

r1 = P12 +r12 Pzz +rzz - P12 -rl2 Pzz +rz4 * Ql! 
-pll -ru - P12 - r1z P11 + rll - P12 -rl2 Uz; 

P12 +r12 Pzz +rz4 - P12 -rn Pzz +rzz Qz; 

where the values ofpn,PJ2,P22 and rn, r12, r22 and r24 are given by 
12y2 

pn=KAG7(1-y) 2 , P12 = tKAG(1- y)2, p22=KAG{(l-y)2 , rn =El-3-, 
e 

y 2 1 + 3y2 3y2 -1 
r12 = 6£/7 , r22 =E/--£-, r24=EJ--£-. 

The coefficient y can be computed as 
1 

y=---E/--
1+12---2 

KAG£ 

KAG is the shear stiffness. 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 
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From the expression (6) and according to the relations 

U2; =uli+l> uli =u2;-1> Qli =Q2i-l• Q2; =Qli+l weobtain: 

} fori=1, ... ,n-1 
-SuU;-1 - s,2Qi-l + 2suu; - suui+l + sl2Qi+l = P; 
sl2ui-l + s24Qi-l + 2s22Q; - sl2ui+l + s24Qi+l = M; 

-SuUn-l + sl2Qn-l + SuUn - sl2Qn = P. } 

S12Un-l + s24Qn-l- S12Un + S22Qn = Mn 
for n. 

(9) 

By means of (8) we can easily identifY the form of the global stifihess matrix [S] in (3) in 
terms of the element stiffness components s 11 ,s12 ,s22 and s 24 defined in (6). Now, assuming 

the components u;, Q;, i = 1, .. . ,n of the model displacement vector [D] in (3) and (9) to be 

known subject to a given model load vector [F) we may write (9) in the form 

P; = sufil + s,2/; 2 
(10) 

where, for example, the coefficientf;1 is given by 

(11) 

and so on. 

Analytical sensitivity analysis problem statement 
Let us denote by o{D}/o/ the vector of model displacement sensitivities with respect to the 

design variable !, where £ = .!:.. . This vector of sensitivities constitutes the solution to the 
n 

equation: 

[S(f,)] a~~]= [Ffat (12) 

which we obtain by analytical differentiation of the equilibrium equations (3) with respect to 
the design variable£. Differentiating the expression (3) we obtain 

as D+SaD = aF. 
at at a£ 

(13) 

. . h d . aF Because the external load 1s mdependent on t e es1gn, so - = 0 and 
at 

[Flat= [S(£)] a:;=- a:~£) [D]. {F}at in {12) is termed pseudo load vector and it has 

a form: 

[Ffat = {l Piau M1au ... ,Pnau M.at l}r · (14) 
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From the analogy between (12) and (3) and the equivalent form (10) and (3) it follows, that 

the components of the pseudo load vector [F]a 1 in (12) and (14) can be computed as 

p __ dS11 f. _ dS12 f. 
i at - (}£ i I (}£ i 2 

(15) 

Semi-analytical problem statement 
The only difference between the analytical and the semi-analytical sensitivity analysis problems 
is that while the pseudo loads are determined via analytical differentiation of the stiffness matrix 
in the former, in the latter they are obtained via numerical differentiation. The pseudo load 
vector 

{F}t.t = {P1~t' Ml~t' ··· ,Pn~oMnt.t r (16) 

is based on approximate differentiation of the stiffness matrix. The components of {F}M can 

then be computed as: 
p _ .1s11 .1s12 

w - -M !.1-M /;z 

i = 1, ... ,n 

Exact solutions to the finite element equations for displacements and design 
sensitivities 

(17) 

The well-known Bernoulli-Euler transverse deflection and slope for this problem are given by 

· Mx 
Q(x) = u (x) = EI 

In the finite element setting (18) can be expressed as 

U;(M)=~ ur 
Ql. (M) = MEI'L _ni , . 0 1 = , ... ,n 

Now we can determine the expressions /,I, fil. fni. /n2. gil, gil. g;4, gnJ. gn2, gn4 
example 

ML2 1 
/;I = -ui-1 + 2u; - ui+l =- EI --;:? 

ML1 
f. --Q +Q. =2--i2 - ;-1 1+1 EI n 

(18) 

(19) 

in (10). For 

(20) 
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So let us solve analytically the beam equation for the deflection Un at the beam end subject to 
a given concentrated force P; and momentM;.Then let us apply the superposition principle to 
obtain the displacement un subject to the application of the external loads P;, M; in all nodal 
points i = 1, ... ,n. We have 

From the analogy between (3) and (12) it follows, that 

i)un = L i [Pti!t [KAG + !l_ (!...)2 (3- !...)] + M1at _!:_ (!...) (2 _!._)] 
iJl 1=1 6El n n 2El n n 

(22) 

and similarly the component ~ u; is determined by: 

i)un =L i [Pt!it [KAG+!l._(!...)2 (3-!...)] +M111t_!:_(!...)(2-!...)] (23) 
IJ.l 1=1 6EI n 11 2EI n n 

3 PSEUDO LOADS AND DESIGN SENSITIVITY OBTAINED 
BY ANALYTICAL DIFFERENTIATION OF THE STIFFNESS 
MATRIX 

We have calculated the values of expressions SJJ, SJ2. s22. S2>f and dSu as12 as22 as24 at ' at · at ' at 

Using these values we obtain: 
12AGKMn2 

Mtat= 

AGKL2 + 12E/n2 

12AGKLni 

p _ 6AGKMn 2 (2n -1) 
nat - AGKL2 + 12E/n2 

2Mn(AGKL2 (3n- 2)- 6Eln 2 ) 
Mni!l = 

L(AGKL2 + 12E/n2 ) 

(24) 
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Now we can obtain the value of expression (22) 

dun IM(AGKL2 + 6Eln(n + 1)) 

""'iif = EI(AGKL2 + 12Eln2 ) 

We can notice, that if K~ oo we have 

AGL2 + 6Eln(n + 1) 
. dun _ . IM K IM 

k':2!. df - k':2!. EI AGL2 + 12Eln2 EI 
K 

The result (26) is the same as the exact result in the case of Bernoulli-Euler beam. 

4 EXACT ERROR ANALYSIS OF THE SEMI -ANALYTICAL 
SENSITIVITY PROBLEM 

(25) 

(26) 

We now focus on the semi-analytical sensitivity analysis problem stated in section 2, adopting 
first -order forward difference approximations to the derivatives of the stiffness components 
that constitute the basis for the computation of the approximate pseudo-load vector 

[F].~l .Thus we obtain the following expressions for the forward finite difference 

approximations to the derivatives ofstiffuess. We use the relation 

As; j S; /f)- S; /f +!:d) ---= fori =1, 2 andj =1, 2, 4 
!:,. f !:.f 

(27) 

So we obtain the expressions -!:. s11 , -!:. s12 , - !:,. s22 , - !:,. s24 . We may now express in a 
!:.f !:.f !:.f !:.f 

similar fashion the approximate pseudo load components P;flt,Pnlll> M;llt and Mnllt· 

p _ 12KAGIMn2 

iM- (KAG((!:.f)n+L) 2 +12Eln2 )((Llf)n+L) 
(28) 

p _ 6KAGIMn2 (2n-1) 

nllt- (KAG((!:.f)+L) 2 +12Eln2 )((!:.f)n+L) 
(29) 

M _ 12KAGIMni 

,Ill- KAG((!:.f)n+L) 2 +12Eln2 
(30) 

M _ Mn(KAG((M)n-2L(3n- 2))((M)n+ L) + 12Eln2 ) 

nlll- (KAG((Llf)n+ L) 2 + 12Eln2 )((Llf)n+ L) 
(31) 

Llu . . 
Now we may calculate the semi-analytical displacement sensitivity _n that IS the subject of 

M 
our model problem: 
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t.un _ L2M[KAG((M) 2 n2 -(M)Ln(5n2 -4)+2L2 )+12E/n(n+1)] 

M - 2E/ [KAG((M)n+L) 2 +12E/n2 ]((M)n+L) 

Let us now establish the expression for the relative error 
t.u au 

e=M (JL 
au 
'dL 

We have obtained the result 

{32) 

(33) 

£= 
TJ(K2 A2G2 L4 (5n 2 +2112 +5T)+2)+12KAGE/L2n(5n3 +n(TJ2 +2T)+1)+TJ 2 +3TJ+3) 

2(KAGL2 +6Eln(n+ I))(KAGL2 (11 + 1)2 + 12E/n2 (TJ+ 1)) 

M. 
where T)=-

f 

(34) 

As we may see e is the function ofn4 and 112, not n2 and T), as it has been for Bernoulli-Euler 
case. But we may notice, that 

I. -TJ(5KAGL2 + 12E/) 
lm £ = {35) 

n-o- 12El{TI + 1) 

This means that the error£ of the semi-analytical displacement sensitivity does not increase to 

infinity ifn increases to infinity. We have tried to calculate also the boundary of t.u for K~oc 
M 

and t. f ~0. This result is LM . As we can notice it is the same as for Bernoulli-Euler beam. 
EI 
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